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"Man tends, of necessitys to gravitate towards his fellow man" 
(H.C. Carey, Principles of Social Science, Lippincott, Philadelphias 1858, p. 42). 
!• Introduction 
The explanation of a spatial pattern of activities has been a major focus 
of location theory for a long time. During the last decade, however, the atten-
tion for a spatial structure per se has been broadened by taking into account 
the configuration of spatial processes as well. The popularity of spatial inter-
action models reflects the importance attached to spatial process models in spa-
tial system design (see for example Masser and Brown [1977]). The "geography 
of movement" appears to open a rich field of new scientific research (cf. Lowe 
and Moryades [1975]). Spatial interaction theory has become an important descrip-
tive device for the dispersion and coherence of activities in a spatial system. 
The major part of spatial interaction models derives its theorètical perspective 
from gravity or entropy theory. 
Therefore, in this paper attention will be paid to the foundations of gra-
vity and entropy theory. A brief survey of both gravity theory and entropy the-
ory will be given, foliowed by an evaluation and critical review of these theories. 
Particular attention will be devoted to the methodological problem of inter-
preting these theories as behavioural devices in a social science. An attempt 
will be made to derive a new interpretation of entropy theory via the use of 
multi-objective optimization models. In addition, a method will be proposed to 
include prior knowledge on spatial processes in a behavioural framework of a 
generalized entropy model via a Bayesian type approach. Finally, the use of 
entropy models in an empirical context, especially in the field of spatial inter-
action and disaggregation, will be discussed. 
2. Gravity Models 
Gravity theory discribes the degree of spatial interaction between two or 
more points in a spatial system in a manner analogous to point-to-point move-
ments between elements in a physical system. The crucial element in traditional 
gravity theory is formed by Newton's law from physics, which states that the 
attraction force a.. between 2 entities i and j is proportional to their respec-
1-' 2 
tive masses m. and m. and inversely proport-ional to the squared distance s.. 
between these entities. Consequently, this law of gravitational attraction states: 
-2 
(2.1.) a. . = v m. m, s.. , 
where y is a constant proportionality factor. 
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The traditional gravity model in spatial interaction theory is essentially 
based on a spatial analogy with regard to Newtonian physics. In many spatial 
flow models it has been found that distance between two points in space and 
the size of their populations (mass) may provide a reasonably good statistical 
explanation for the volumes of these flows. 
The first attempt to apply some concepts from Newtonian physics to spatial 
interaction flows was made by Ravenstein [1885] in a study of migration flows 
between English cities. Ravenstein's "law on migration" was in fact based on 
a simplified law of Newton, because he explained migration flows m.. from i to 
j via the population size p. ("potential") in the centre of destination and 
the distance s.. between i and j. Other earlier contributions to simplified 
gravity models were presented by Reilly [1931] and Young [1924] in the field 
of trade flows and farm population migrations, respectively (see for a survey 
also Carrothers [1954]). 
First complete specifications of spatial analogies of Newton's law were 
presented by Stewart [1941] and Zipf [1949] . Their models had the following 
f orm: 
(2.2.) t . . = y p . p . s . . , 
where t.. is the degree of spatial interaction from i to j (for example, 
ij 
migration flows, telephone calls, trade flows, passenger traffic etc.) The 
proportionality constant y may be regarded as a scalar which adjusts the model 
to the units of measurement of the variables. Apart from dimensional reasons, 
this constant was interpreted by Stewart as the total energy of interaction 
of i with respect to all other points j. This problem will be discussed later. 
It is clear that there is no theoretical need to include the exponent 2 
as a spatial discount factor in the distance friction function, so that in 
later specifications of gravity models frequently the following function has 
been used: 
(2.3.) t. . = y P» P- sT? , e > 0 
A more general specification may even be a Cobb-Douglas type of gravity model: 
(2.4.) t.. = YPiP^ s.! .0 _e _-;B 
ij 
The difference between (2.3.) and (2.4.) is that in the former relationship 
t.. is calculated as an unweighted geometrie average of p. and p., whereas 
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in (2.H.) a weighted geometrie average is used (see also Hardy et al. [1967]). 
It should be noted that the inequality relationship between the geometrie 
average and the normal arithmetic average is one of the points of departure 
for the theory of geometrie programming (cf.Duffin et al. [1967] and Nijkamp 
[1972]). This theory will be discussed later, because it plays a crucial role 
in a behavioural interpretation of entropy models. 
First, however, the methodological value of the use and application of 
"social physics" will be examined more closely. During the last decades the 
use and application of "social physics" has been severely criticized for 
several reasons such as the lack of theoretical justification, the mechanistic 
basis of gravity theory., and the simplification of social reality by means of 
physical gravity models. 
In our opinion, several methodological requirements may be specified which 
are to be fulfilled in order to justify the use of methods and theories from 
physics in social sciences (cf.also Crilly [1974] and Heggie [1969]). 
(1) The method should satisfy normal logical conditions for the social system 
at hand (for example9 spatial additivity conditions for the various flows). 
(2) There should be a high degree of direct correspondence between the 
phenomenon described in the physical world and that from a spatial system. 
(3) The physical basis of the approach should be interpreted in terms of 
social aspects of the system at hand (for examples in terms of social 
behavioural hypotheses or at least in terms of statistical regularities 
of aggregate spatial choices of the social system at hand). 
(4) The mathematical specification of the various relationships should be in 
correspondence with reasonable hypotheses about the behaviour of spatial 
interactors. 
(5) The empirical results of a physical approach should not contradict reality 
(or information about reality). 
Condition (1) is not a priori guaranteed by a traditional gravity model3 
because the additivity condition (the sum of flows should add up to the total 
volume of the flows in the system) is not always satisfied. This condition 
implies: 
J 
(2.5.) ï t.. = o. V i 
-, = 1. J. 
and: 
I 
(2.6.) E t.. = d. V j 3 
•_i i] 1 1=1 J J 
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where o. and d. are the (known) volume of flows at the points of origin and of 
destination, respectively. When o. and d. are regarded as the respective masses 
at the origin and destination, then p. and p. from (2.3.) may be replaced by 
o. and d.. Now it is easily seen that the additivity conditions are only satis-
fied, if the gravity model is specified as: 
(2.7.) t. . = a. b. o. d. s7? 
13 ï ] i ] i] 
where the balancing factors a. and b. are equal to: 
and: 
(2.9.) b. = f ï a.o ... - . s. . 
On the basis of information on t.., s.., o. and d. the parameters a., b. and 
iD i] i 3 i D 
$ can be assessed by means of recursive solution techniques (see for example, 
Batty [1970], Batty and Mackie [1973], Bouchard and Pyers [1964], Chisholm and 
2 } 
O'Sullivan [1973], Hyman [1969] and Wilson et al. [1969]). ' The balancing 
factors of such a doubly constrained spatial interaction model can be interpre-
ted as a measure of the accessibility (in terms of attractiveness and repulsion) 
of one zone with respect to other zones (see Kirby [1970]). 
Condition (2) is normally fulfilled because there is a strong formal ana-
logy, if not a direct correspondence, between the movements of gas molecules in 
a physical system and the point-to-point movements in a spatial interaction 
system: in both systems the behaviour of elements is determined by push and pull 
factors in addition to distance frictions. 
Condition (3) is hardly fulfilled, because there is a priori no logical 
Clearly, without the additivity conditions a doubling of both all o.'s and d.'s 
would quadruple the volume of trips between all points i and j. 
It is easily seen that in the case of model (2.4.) the balancing factors are: 
_ 1-ot / Jv . , -6^-1 
a. = o. £ b. d. s.. 
i 1 1 j = 1 1 1 13 
and: 
, _ .l-o / ï -B\-l 
b. = d. I a.o. s.. 
3 Mi=i x x 13 
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reason why people should behave like gas molecules: choice behaviour is an 
essential ingrediënt of social sciences and this can hardly be represented by 
means of a physical theory. Nevertheless9 it may be possible to find a formal 
behavioural rationale for the use and specification of a gravity model (see 
section 3). 
The fourth condition is closely linked to the third condition and will be 
re-examined in the next section. 
Condition (5) appears to be fulfilled in many empirical applications. The 
gravity model appears to be a rather robust mirror of observed spatial configu-
rations» It is even not far from reality to state that the popularity of 
gravity models is mainly due to its good empirical results (apart from its 
simplicity) and that the search for a theoretical foundation and justification 
has started only after numerous reasonable outcomes in practice. 
In conclusion, gravity theory appears to fuifil conditions (1),(2) and (5), 
The fulfilment of conditions (3) and (4) is somewhat more doubtful. Therefores 
in the next section an attempt will be made to examine whether it is possible to 
derive a gravity theory in which conditions (3) and (4) are also satisfied. 
3. A Utility Foundation and Specification of Gravity Theory 
It is clear that any utility foundation of gravity theory should be based on 
push and pull effects as well as on distance frictions between elements in space. 
A first way to derive the gravity model is to abandon any physical analogy 
or physical basis and to derive a gravity specification on the basis of reason-
able hypotheses about spatial interactions (see for example Isard [1960]). 
Assume a country with I cities i (i=l,....,I) and with a homogeneous population. 
The total size of population is ps while the population size of city i is de-
noted by p.. The total number of interactions(trips,e.g.) between all cities i 
and j is assumed to be equal to t. Furthermore, all movements are assumed to be 
costless for the moment. 
Given these assumptionss the trips made by an individual from city i to j 
depend on the size of i and j. It is clear that the expected percentage of trips 
of this individual to city j is equal to p./p. Furthermore., it is clear that the 
expected(average)number of trips made by any arbitrary individual is equal to 
t/p (due to the homogeneity assumption). This number can be set equal to a 
constant k. Therefore., the expected number of trips per individual in city i to 
j is equal to kp./p. Now it is clear that the total number of expected trips 
from city i to j is: 
(3.1.) t . . = k p . p./p 
i] *i yy * 
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Next, the assumption of a costless.. movement, and hence of a homogeneous popu-
lation, may be relaxed, viz. by assuming that the ratio of actual to be ex-
* 
pected trips (t../t..) is an inverse function of distance: 
(3,2.) t../t.. = c sT? 
13 iD 13 
Substitution of (3.1.) into (3.2.) gives: 
(3.3.) t.. = Y p. p. s. . , 
wherey is equal to: 
(3.4.) Y = c t/p
2 
Therefore, the gravity model may also be derived on the basis of rather simple 
principles for spatial interaction. It should be noted, however, that the 
underlying assumptions are rather rigid and contain some implicit behavioural 
hypotheses about spatial behaviour which should be made more explicit (see 
later). 
An alternative foundation for a theory of spatial interaction behaviour 
based on a gravity-type approach was provided by Smith [1977]. By means of ad-
vanced topological notions he proposes a macro-statistical principle of spatial 
interaction, the so-called cost-efficiency principle. This principle asserts in 
essence that, other things being equal, spatial flow patterns inwolving higher 
total costs are less likely to be observed than those involving lower costs. 
This principle appears to characterize completely the class of gravity models. 
Given the cost-efficiency principle as a macro-device for a spatial system, 
Smith shows even that from among all possible probabilistic models of trip be-
haviour which vary continuously with the underlying structure of travel costs, 
the only models which are consistent with the cost-efficiency principle are the 
exponential gravity models. 
The proof of this statement runs via several steps, reflected by assumptions 
of a continuous probability distribution over trips as a function of travel 
costs, of trip independencies (i.e. absence of mülti-purpose trips), of constant 
average travel costs, and of an inverse relationship between trip pattern proba-
bilities and total travel costs of each trip pattern. Via a whole set of 
successive lemma's Smith shows ultimately that a trip distribution is cost-
efficient if and only if there exists an exponential gravity representation for 
this trip pattern. 
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The relevance of this approach is that exponential gravity models are 
derived from macro-statistical principles which are more directly interpretable 
behaviourally. Smith's approach appears to satisfy the methodological conditions 
(1) (logic and consistency)9 (2) (high degree of formal analogy), (3) (be-
havioural interpretation)9 (4) (reasonable mathematical specification) and (5) 
(link to reality). It should be noted, howevers that the cost efficiency principle 
is only a macro--stat istical principle. This principle does not state that 
individuals tend to make less costly trips rather than more costly trips. In 
other words, micro utility-maximizing behaviour may be a foundation of the cost 
efficiency principle, but it has not been proved that micro-behaving units tend 
on the whole to minimize travel expenditures at each level of trip activity. 
A second problem arises from the generality of the cost-efficiency principle. 
While it states that less costly trip configurations are more probable than more 
costly trip configurations at a given level of trip activitys it does not 
specify in which way at a micro or macro level different distance ffictions5 and 
push and pull effects are evaluated by the spatial interactors. In other words, 
the mathematical specification of a utility model for evaluating alternative 
trip costs is missing. The specification of such a utility model will now be 
discussed. 
Thus the question arises whether a behavioural criterion can be specified 
which can be interpreted as a utility function associated with a gravity model. 
Earlier contributions to an analysis of relationships between utility theory 
and gravity theory are contained among others in Golob and Beckmann [L'971], 
Golob et al. [1973]3 Niedercorn and Bechdolt [1969] and Nijkamp [1975]. 
Suppose that each point of origin i can be regarded as an aggregate de-
cision unit for trip decisions in a spatial interaction framework. Consequently, 
the hypothesis may be made that this decision unit has an aggregate welfare 
function (utility function or cost function)5 which may be regarded as a re-
presentative average welfare function for trip behaviour of the individuals 
living in this point of origin. The spatial decision unit is next assumed to 
allocate a certain aggregate "travel budget" among a series of trips for al-
ternative destinations. This travel budget is assumed to be a function of the 
number of individuals living at point i, Thus an optimal trip allocation is 
achieved by maximizing the above mentioned welfare function subject to the 
conditions arising from the travel budget. 
Consequently, the utility-maximizing problem of point of origin i is: 
max w. = f. (t......,t.,) 
ï ï il' ' iJ 
(3„4.)J subject to 
J 
tik t ^ B » L o * " ~ 0 « n 
j-1 !3 Xl 1 
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where c. . represents the unit transportation cost between i and j and c. the 
total travel budget of all individuals at point i. Next, c. is assumed to be 
related to the total number of trip-makers at point i by means of a power 
function: 
(3.5.) c. = n o. 
1 i 
which implies that the travel budget is assumed to be proportial (via the para-
meter n ) to the total push effect (o. ) of place i. Substitution of (3.5.) into 
(3.4-.) and application of the first-order maximizing procedure gives: 
(3.6.) w: i] 
= 3 w. /3 t.. V i,j 
= X c. 
13 
where X is the Lagrange multiplier related to the budget condition. For all 
unknown variables from point i the following system of equations can be con-
struct ed: 
xl il 
= w! • / c. . 
ij ïJ 
( 3' 7 < ) <WÏ,J-1 / ci,J-l = WiJ ' CiJ 
J 
E C. . t. . S T) O. 
• 1 !3 13 1 
3 = 1 
Should it now be possible to cast the gravity model (2.4.) in such a 
form that it satisfies (3.7.), than it would be possible to find a behavioural 
1) interpretation of the gravity model. It is easily seen that (2.4.) can be 
rewritten as follows for point i: 
(3.8.) TI o. -1 . .-e B n Y t.. d. s.. 
13 3 13 
»V j 
= E c.. t.. 
•-1 13 13 3 = 1 
Next, it can be directly checked that a sufficiënt condition for the ful-
filment of condition (3.8.) is: 
1) It should be noted that any monotically increasing transformation 
of w. would lead to the same first-order conditions as in (3.7.). 
1 
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!] 1 1] l 1 11 V j = 1 1 l ]
 j il il 
(3.9.) < „ ̂  t . . d- s*. {dj, .-», ( £ dj sT')-
1} . c.. 4 L t> • O 
/ T ,e " S N
- 1 ! _ * 
!] ] i: x J IJ v . x ] i ]
y j i] 
- 1 . , -e 6 f ,e -g 
n Y t . . d . s . . j d , s ^ {' 1 lJ 
By dividing the first J-l equations by the last equation one obtains: 
( 3 . 1 0 ) •{ 




dJ-l si,J-l/cisJ-l ^ J - l =
 dJ sij/ciJ * 
Now it is evident that (3.10) can be regarded as a specification of the first-
order maximizing conditions (3.7.), when the welfare function w. of point i 
has the following shape: 
E —R r — ft 
(3.11.) w. = d., s., In t... +...+ dT s., In t.T i 1 il il J ïu iJ 
This log-linear welfare function of the trip decisions satisfies also the second-
- —R 
order maximizing conditions. This welfare function includes the elements d'. s.. 
(V.) as preference elasticities with respect to trip decisions. In other words„ 
the pull effect of a point of destination j (i.e.,d.) times the distance 
_g J 
friction effect between i and j (i.e.,s..) constitute the preference weights of 
the aggregate trip utility function of point i. This result can be regarded as a 
reasonable and plausible utility interpretation of the gravity model. 
Consequently, one may conclude that the use of a gravity model can be justi-
fied on the basis of an appropriate utility theory for aggregate trip behaviour. 
The implicit utility function appears to be a log-linear utility function with 
pull effects and distance friction effects as preference elasticities (although 
it should be noted that this function is not necessarily the only one which 
satisfies the first-order maximizing conditions for utility maximization due to 
the fact that only sufficiënt conditions were specified). Further discussions on 
the derivation of gravity-type trip distribution models can be found in Choukroun 
[1975]. 
4. Entropy Theory 
From 1970 onward a new stimulus to the application of gravity-type models 
in a spatial interaction framework was given thanks to the rising popularity of 
entropy-maximizing models (see Wilson [l970] ). The innovative significance of 
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entropy theory is that it places the traditional gravity-type interaction model 
in a probabilistic framework of a formal systems theory . 
The entropy concept sterns originally from thermodynamics (see among others 
Fast [1970] and Mogridge [1972]). Closed physical systems (like a quantity of 
gas molecules) can in general adopt numerous states (i.e.j alternative configu-
ration of the elements of the system). It appears, however, that normally the 
elements of a closed physical system tend toward an arrangement which can be 
organized in as many ways as possible ('maximum disorder'). Such a tendency 
implies that a disordered configuration is much more probable than an ordered 
situation and is called a maximization of the entropy of the system. 
. The most likely state of a system is that particular state for which the 
number of combinatorial possibilities is the greatest. In other words, a closed 
physical system tends to adopt an equilibrium state defined as the most likely 
macro-state (or mega-state) tied up with such an arrangement of individual 
elements that it gives rise to a maximum number of feasible micro-states. 
The entropy measure can be used to characterize both living and non-living 
systems. Especially in ecological systems the concept of entropy is gaining 
more importance, because it can be used as a device to analyse (dis)equilibria 
in ecosystems. In this respect, entropy is defined as the extent of unavailable 
energy during a series of normally irreversible processes in an ecosystem (see 
for a survey Nijkamp [1977] and Odum [1971]). In general, living systems tend 
to be open, so that living systems are capable to resist the trend toward disorder 
by capturing additional amounts of low-entropy energy (for example, radiant 
energy from the sun). 
In a more general sense, entropy appears to refer to the amount of un-
certainty prevailing in a choice situation with many distinguishable alternatives. 
The amount of entropy displayed by a system is related to the variety, un-
certainty or disorder in the system concerned. A reduction of entropy reflects 
a reduction of the uncertainty in a system: the greater the prior uncertainty 
of an occurrence, the greater the information gained if such an event occurs. 
A higher extent of certainty about the order of a system is tied to the number 
of alternative states of this system, so that the amount of additional infor-
mation is a measure for the reduction of the entropy of the system. In this 
sense entropy plays also an important role in information theory (see also 
Hobson [1971], Jaynes [1957], Mathai and Rathie [1975] „Snickers and Weibull 
[1977], and Theil [1967]), where it is related to the degree of uncertainty 
1) The deterministic approach of gravity theory was already criticized by 
Olsson in 1967. 
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about the realization of events in information systems. 
Entropy is also increasingly being used in social sciences as a descrip-
tive device (hence the name "social physics") related to the state of a social 
or economie system (for example, in relation to income distribution, budget 
allocation, input-output linkages etc.)„From 1970 there has been a rising tide 
of applications of entropy theory in the field of spatial interaction models 
(migration flows, commuting flows, shopping flows, activity allocation, freight 
flows etc. ). 
Discussions and applications of entropy theory in relation to spatial 
interaction modelling can be found among others in Batty [1970], Berry and 
Schwind [1969], Bussiêre and Snickars [1970], Cesario [1973], Champernowne 
et al. [1976], Charnes et al. [1972], Cordey-Hayes and Wilson [1971],Evans [1976], 
Lowe and Moryadas [1975], Nijkamp [1975] [1976], Nijkamp and Paelinck [1974], 
Openshaw [1976], Scott [1971], Sheppard [1975], Webber [1976] and Wilson [1970]. 
Norrnally, spatial systems are fairly complex and show a high degree of 
uncertainty. Entropy theory aims to identify the most probable spatial con-
figuration of such a system which may norrnally adopt an overwhelming number of 
different states. By means of the entropy concept the most likely equilibrium 
state of a spatial system may be identified in a manner analogous to physical 
systems. 
Suppose that a spatial system can be characterized by a flow matrix T 
between all points of origin i and of destination j. Then this matrix T represents 
the macro-state of thi® spatial system, which in turn comprises the micro-states 
(the individual flows t..). Assuming that the spatial system at hand has a ten-
dency toward maximum entropy, the most likely macro-state is a state with the 
largest number of ways of occurring of micro-states. The largest number of com-
binatorial possibilities of pairwise interactions in a spatial system can be 
represented as: 
/l J 
(4.1.) maxv = tl/TT TT t..! 
/i=l j = l 1D 
where t is equal to: 
I J 
(4.2.) t = E E t.. 
i=l j=l X1 
The maximum value of vrepresents the maximum number of combinatorial 
assignments of trips. This number dominates the number of alternative states 
of the system to such a degree that the spatial allocation of trips associated 
with this maximum can be regarded as the most likely one. In other words, by 
specifying a frequency distribution for the number of alternative states one 
may identify one dominant configuration which overwhelms all the others in 
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terms of combinatorial possibilities in a probabilistic sense. 
Clearly9 the disorder of spatial system is restricted by certain con-
straints. In the case of doublé constraints (on both origin and destination 
flows) and of a total travel budget for the whole system, the following con-
straints have to be added to (4.1.): 
I 
(4.3.) E t.. = d. 
•-1 x3 3 1=1 J J 
J 
(4.4.) E t. . = o. 
j=l X1 X 
I J 
(4.5. ) E E c . t._. 
i=l j=l 13 3.2 
where c is the fixed total travel budget of the spatial system . 
Normally, the t..!s are unknown, so that the data input consists of the 
marginal totals of the flow matrix (i.e., o. and d.), the unit transportation 
cost c,. and the travel budget c. The most probable spatial configuration of 
trips can be determined by calculating the first-order conditions for a maxi-
mum value of "objective function" (4.1.) subject to (4.3.) - (4.5.). 
Sincevis invariant with a monotoïiically increasing transformation, (4.1.) 
may be written in logarithmic form as: 
I J 
(4.6.) max v= In tt - E E Int..! 
i=l j=l 1D 
or following stirlinglsaPPr°ximati°n: 
I J 
(4.7.) max v = Int! - E E (t.. In t.. - t..) 
•-1 --1 1 3 3-3 3-3 
1=1 3=1 J J J 
or: 
I J 
(4.8.) max v= - £ £ (t.. In t. . - t, .) 
i=l j=l 13 13 13 
s 
where the known constant In t; may be left aside. 
1) This total travel budget serves to guarantee a certain cost efficiency in the 
spatial allocation of flows; this budget might also be measured in distance 
or time dimensions. In a physical sense this constraint would prevent the 
utilization of unavailable energy. 
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The Lagrange function for a constrained maximum of v is: 
I J J I 
(4.9. ) L = In v + E X. (o.- E t..)+ l (d.- E t..) 
ï-l j-1 J ]=1 J i=l J 
I J 
+ 3 (c - E E e t . . ) 
i=l j = l ^ ^ 
The first-order conditions for a constrained maximum yield the following result 
for the unknown t. .'s: 
13 
(4.10.) t. . = ai b. o. d. e-
6cij 
where a. and b. are equal to: 
J 
(4.11.) a. = ( E b.d.e~3cijf1 1 --1 3 3 3 = 1 
and: 
I 
(4.12.) b. = ( E a. o. e~ecij)_1 
3 •_., l l  1=1 
It is easily seen that (4.10.) is basically the same as (2.7.), because s.. and 
c.. play a similar role as a distance cost parameter and because the exponential 
distance frietion of (4.10) can be proved to approximate the power distance 
friction of (2.7.). 
The important conclusion is that entropy theory provides a new theoretical 
-Bc background and justification of gravity theory. The expression e ij may be 
regarded as a distance-deterrence function, in which 0 is related to the 
aggregate travel costs of the whole spatial system. The greater the value of B, 
the lower the average travel budget. The parameters a. and b. represent the push 
and pull effects exerted by the points of origin and destination. In formal terms 
they act as balancing factors such that the additivity conditions are satisfied. 
Now that entropy theory appears to provide a new basis for the use of 
gravity models, one may wonder whether this theory fulfils the methodological 
requirements mentioned in section 2. 
First, the results of the entropy approach guarantee that logical conditions 
(such as additivity conditions and distance friction conditions) are satisfied. 
The assumption that each assignment is equally likely provided the constraints 
1) The second-order conditions are also satisfied. 
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are satisfied is, however, less plausible, because precisely here the distance 
frietion is neglected. 
Secondly, there is a high degree of similarity bstween the physical back-
ground of entropy and its use in a spatial interaction system. The closeness 
of the spatial system is guaranteed by conditions (4.3.) and (4.4.), while 
the notion of fixed mean energy in the system is reflected by the travel budget. 
The relationship between micro- and macro-states has also a firm analogy to a 
physical system. 
Thirdly, the behavioural background of entropy or its underlying social 
choice mechanism is not directly clear. There is a priori no reason to believe 
that people behave like molecules. This problem will be considered in more 
1) detail in the next sections 
Next, the mathematical specification of (4.10.) has a rationale in the 
context of the gravity model, but it may be worth while to investigate whether 
this specification may be related to a meaningful specification of a utility 
function in the entropy context (see also sections 5 and 6). 
Finally, since (4.10.) is essentially the gravity model, its empirical 
value is in general satisfactory. Two problems inherent in the use of (4.10.) 
should be mentioned. First, the assumption of fixed unit transportation cost 
c . in a given travel budget c implies that capacity problems of a network 
13 2) 
are left aside . For example, a high flow t.. might exceed the capacity be-
tween i and j, so that essentially this congestion phenomenon would lead to 
an increase of c... This possibility is left aside in the entropy approach, 
although it might be included by means of an iterative adjustment of the 
travel budget and/or cost coëfficiënt in case of congestion. Secondly, when 
(4.10.) is used as a projection model for future flows, the calibrated para-
meters a., b. and 8 are only valid for a given o., d., c.. and c. Any future 
change in these data will affect the parameters a., b. and 8, so that (4.10.) 
cannot be used as a straightforward projection model. Here again an adjust-
ment of parameters has to take place. 
The above mentioned remarks hold also true when the doubly ('production-
attraction' ) constrained model is replaced by a singly (either 'production' or 
'attraction') constrained model. 
1) For a discussion on problems of a continuous entropy (in a spatial system) 
instead of a discrete entropy (in a physical system), see Batty [1974], 
2) It is clear that abandoning the cost budget would lead to no gravity-type 
model at all. Furthermore, the capacity problems are also left aside in 
the traditional gravity approach. 
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5. Alternative Foundations of the Entropy Model 
As set out in the preceding section, the behavioural rationale of 
entropy theory is still obscure and rather cumbersome. The macro-statistical 
principle of maximum entropy is not quite clear as a behavioural device . 
The conflict between social physics and economie utility theory was reflected 
in studies of Arrowsmith [1973], Beckmann [1974], Beckmann and Golob [1971], 
Cochrane [1975], and Hansen [1972] [1975] among others. Beckmann and Golob 
even argued that entropy maximization .is a metaphysical approach and that 
identical results can be achieved by utility maximization. Hansen [1972] 
proved that the entropy concept is a special case of the utility approach 
(in Nijkamp [1975] and Nijkamp and Paelinck [1974] it is demonstrated that 
the entropy approach can be interpreted in terms of a generalized cost 
function for trip behaviour). Furthermore, Beckmann [1974] constructed an 
economie model of choice behaviour for trip making that is not only similar 
to the results of entropy analysis, but that is richer in its interpretation 
and applicability. Beckmann assumed that a given household is considering 
various potential residences after having accepted a job in location j. This 
household is associating a utility index u. with each residence i. This 
utility index includes all attractiveness elements of residence i except 
distance or accessibility. When these utility indices are normally distri-
buted, the probability that a residence has a utility u or more is: 
O 
t n 1 -v t \ - f 1 -(x-y)/2a , 
(5.1. ) p(u) = J e dx , 
u a/2ir 
where u and o are the mean and the variance of the quality (acceptability) 
of housing, respectively. When the household takes into account the dis-
1) 
tance to work (s.), then the net utility index of a household living in i is: 
* 
(5.2.) u. = u. - k s. , 
1 1 ï 
where k is conversion factor of distance into utility units. Next, Beckmann 
assumes that the household is able to specify a minimum achievement level for 
net utility (ü.) and that the housing supply in residence i is a^. Then the 
total expected number of trips generated by a residential quality at location 
i at a distance s. to the work place is: 
(y-ui)/a - (k/a) si 
(5.3.) a. p(u. + ks.) = a. e e 
ï ^ i ï ï 
1) It should be noted that this operation presupposes a cardinal utility 
concept. 
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The total work trip distribution from i to j (i.e., t..) is equal to the 
number of persons employed in place j (b.) times the expected residential 
attractiveness specified in (5.3.): 
(5.4.) t.. = a. b. p (u. + ks..) 
i] 1 3 ^ 1 i] 
-(k/a) s±. 
~ a. b. e 
Clearly, (5,4.) is formally analogous to the entropy model (4.10.). Further-
more, this relationship is able to link the achievement level u. and the 
variance of the utility index of housing to the trip pattern, while in addition 
to distance also perceived costs play a role. However, there are two problems. 
The formal derivation of (5.3.) is obscure and should deserve more explanation. 
Next, (5.4.) only represents the traditional gravity model without the balan-
cing factors from the entropy model. 
A more rigorous economie basis for the entropy model along similar lines 
was provided by Cochrane [1975]. He assumes that trip-makers make decisions 
which provide the greatest net benefit (utility of any trip after subtraction 
of trip costs; cf. (5.2.) ) for them and that the trip distribution pattern 
reflects the overall probability of trips being chosen on this basis. Simi-
lar ly to Beckmann's approach, Cochrane assumes that the probability of any 
particular possibility offering a utility u within a given range to a trip-
maker is given by a single probability density function. Then the probability 
that a certain trip from place i to j will be made is equal to the probability 
that a trip from i to j offers a net benefit greater that that of a trip to 
any other place. 
Cochrane postulates next a cumulative distribution function ip(u) of u 
of the greatest among n independent trip samples from a common underlying 
distribution f (u) : 
(5.5.) ip (u) = {cp(u)}n 
Provided n is moderately large, the upper part of ip(u) can be shown to be 
reasonably approximated by means of a simple exponential form: 
(5.6.) <p (u) = exp | - n e"X (u~y) } 
where X is a parameter characterizing the probability density function of u 
and where u is the mean. Hence, the probability density function for the 
utility of the best trip can be determined via the differential of (5.6.). 
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Next, two additional assumptions are made. First, the number of trip 
possibilities n. to place j is a linear function of the number of opportuni-
ties d. at place j: 
(5.7. ) n. = 0 d. 
3 3 
Secondly, the net benefit ui*. of a trip from i to j is equal to the gross 
benefit u.. minus generalized ti 
the place of destination, i.e., 
rip costs ks.. minus congestion costs g. in 
(5.8.) u?. =u.. -ks.. - g. 
13 i] 13 B3 
By substituting n. and u.. into (5.6.) the probability that u* will attain 
any particular value is: 
(5.9.) xp. .(u*) ~ exp \ - 0 d. 
13 l 3 
-X (u*- u + ks.. + g.) 
13 3 e J J 
where tp .. (u*) is the cumulative distribution function of the net benefit from 
13 
a preferred trip from i to j. Now the probability p.. that a trip from i to j 
takes place is equal to the probability that this trip offers a greater net 
benefit than that to any other zone. This probability can be proved to be: 
d. e"X (ksij + «j> 
(5.10.) p.. = J_ 
13 J -X(ks.. + g.x 
il i) 
E d. e J J 
3=1 3 
Consequently, the expected number of trips t.. from i to j is: 
-Xg. -Xks. . 
A 3 13 
o. d. e J e 
(5.11.) t.. = X 3 
13 - - -
J -Xg.. e -Xks.^ 
3 
E d. e ^ ^ 
3 = 1 
where o. is the number of trips originating from i. By defining: 
-Xg, 
(5.12.) b. = e J 




b. o. d. e 3 
- 3 1 3 
J - Xks. . 
E b. d. e 13 
j = l 3 3 
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Cochrane's analysis has demonstrated that a completely different point 
of departure may lead to the same results as the entropy idea. Therefore, the 
formal entropy model may also be the result of a utility approach which has 
a less suspect behavioural foundation than traditional entropy theory. So it 
appears that the conventional entropy approach may be seriously criticized 
by behaviouralists who are able to show that a behavioural theory may lead to 
the same result (see also a recent article by Fisch [1977] who claims that 
the entropy maximization of expenditure shares is in direct conflict with 
the standing theory of consumer preferences^). 
The foregoing remarks suggest that the physical background of the entropy 
concept is not a prerequisite to arrive at an exponential gravity-type model 
(see also Smith [1972]), but that also a behavioupalutility model may be hypothe-
sized to derive analogous results. Furthermore, it can be proved that information 
theory, a Bayesian approach via conditional probabilities and maximum 
likelihood procedures can also be employed to determine the most probable 
trip distribution pattern in a spatial interaction model. These backgrounds 
will briefly be discussed now. 
In information theory (see Jaynes [1957] and Theil [1967]) an appropriate 
measure for the information content of a message about the realization of an 
event with probability p is: 
(5.14.) m = - In p 
For a set of events i (i=l,...,I) the mathematical expectation of the in-
formation content is: 
I 




(5.16.) E p. = 1 , 
i=l 1 
so that h reflects the amount of uncertainty represented by a discrete pro-
bability distribution. 
In the framework of a spatial interaction model where no prior information 
is available about the trip distribution (except the marginal conditions and 
the cost budget), it seems to be reasonable to employ a probability distri-
bution with a maximum uncertainty, i.e., 
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I J 
(5.17.) max v = - E E p. . In p. . , 
1=1 ]=1 J J 
where p.. is the trip probability from i to j satisfying the additivity 
condition: 
I J 
(5.18.) E E p.. = 1 
1=1 3 = 1 J 
Furthermore, the marginal conditions and the travel budget may also be 
introduced: 
J 
(5.19.) E p.. = o./t 
3 = 1 
I 
(5.20.) E p.. = d./t 
1=1 J J 
and 
I J 
(5.21.) E E .„. 
• _1 . - p. . c.. = c/t 1=1 3=1 ̂ 13 13 
It is clear that this specification gives rise to the same results as the 
entropy model discussed in section 4. Thus the maximization of the number 
of micro-states of the system leads to the same results as the maximization 
of the expected information content of uncertain events. The only difference 
is that the information approach does not make use of Stirling's approxi-
mation formula. 
The Bayesian version of the gravity-type model is based on a comparison of 
any two alternative states of a spatial system T and t with respective trip 
distribution probabilities p.. and p ... The observed prior probabilities 
are denoted by ir... Then the evidence of T above T, given the prior state II, 
is equal to (see Feller [1968] en Hyman [1969]): 
I J I J 
I I 
i=l j=l 
r l I J 1 
(5.22.) e = t ^ Z I n. . In p.. - n.. lnp.. 
vl=l 1=1 J J 1=1 3=1 J JJ 
By comparing the state T successively with each alternative state, it is 
clear that the most probable trip distribution pattern is found by maxi-
. . 1) mizmg 
I J 
(5.23.) e = E E ir. . In p. . 
i=l j=l 1D 13 
Assuming now the general spatial interaction model: 
1) It should be noted that this Baysesian criterion function in the entropy 
context is somewhat different from the usual approach in which the expected 
posterior loss is minimized, given some loss function. 
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(5.2"+. ) p. . = a. B. f(g, c. .) 
13 * 3 13 
then the parameters of (5.24.), viz. a., B. and g, have to be calibrated 
such that (5.23.) is at a maximum. This leads to the following conditions: 
J J 
(5.25.) E p..= E ir.. = o./t 
j = l 1 ] j=l 1 ] X 
I I 
(5.26.) E p.. = E 7r. . = d./t 
•-1 13 -_i !3 3 1=1 J 1=1 J J 
and 
I J I J 
(5.27.) E E p..c. = E E ir., c . = c/t 
1=1 j=l 1: 13 i=l j=l 1D X3 
The latter result is entirely analogus to the entropy model if: 
-S c . 
(5.28) f (g, c.) = e 1 ] 
3 
and if a. and B. are defined according to (4.11.) and (4.12.). 
It is clear that the Bayesian approach to the spatial interaction model 
leads to the same gravity-type results, but its evident weakness is the 
prior specification of (5.24.) and (5.28 ),so that the exponential and power 
structure of a gravity model is already imposed a priori. 
Finally, the maximum likelihood approach to the spatial interaction 
model may be mentioned (see also Batty and Mackie [1972], and Evans [1971]). 
Here again it can be shown that entropy maximization is equivalent 
to maximizing the likelihood of the spatial macro-state. The production-
attraction constrained model is assumed to be: 
- - "* cii 
(5.29) p.. = a. b. e J 
13 1 3 
Assuming that the p..'s are stochastic and independent variables and assu-
ming a sample of observations on trip flows f., between i and j, the joint 
probability of the observations £.. can be proved to be proportional to: 
I J t. . I j / -g c.\ t. 
(5.30.) n n p.. 1 ] = It n fa. b. e 13' 13 
i=l j=l 1D i=l j=l \ X 3 
Therefore, a maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters is obtained by 
maximizing (5.30) subject to the additivlty conditions. Then the parameter 
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estimators can be proved to be equal to: 
(5.31. ) ï. = TT"1 
and 
(5.32. ) Ê. = TT"1 
I I _ - B c 
E £ . . E i . e 1 3 
i=i xA i=l X 
-1 
where iris the sample size. 
This system can be solved in an iterative way, once B is known. An addi-
ti'onal condition from the maximum likelihood procedure appears to be: 
I J I J 
(5.33.) TT" E E £.. c = E E p. . c. . 
i=l j = 1 ^ ^ 1=i j = i
 Pi3 ^ ' 
On the basis of (5.31) - (5.33.) the unknown parameter sdncluding B)can be 
calibrated. 
It should be noted that the likelihood approach to the spatial inter-
act ion model leads to the same expression as the original entropy approach, 
buthereagain the multiplicative and exponential spatial interaction model 
has been assumed a priori. 
Our conclusion is that the macro-state probability approach and the 
information-theoretic approach can be regarded as more adequate foundations 
for the entropy model than the Bayesian and likelihood approach, because 
in the former approaches no specific assumptions have been made a priori 
about the mathematical specification of the spatial interaction model. The 
Bayesian and likelihood approach are based on a prior specification of a 
gravity-type interaction model, so that a result which is similar to the 
entropy result is not a surprise. The last two methods are essentially cali-
bration methods for the spatial interaction model. 
Another conclusion is that, in spite of different methodological back-
grounds, the gravity-type interaction model appears to be a rather common 
result. One should be aware, however, that all these different methods are 
essentially based on similar statistical backgrounds and on similar assump-
tions (like the fixed travel budget and the absence of explicit behavioural 
elements). 
A final conclusion is that the entropy result can, in principle, also 
be attained by means of a traditional utility approach, so that it may be 
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worth while to investigate whether a more general class of utility models 
may be derived which may be regarded as a welfare basis of the entropy 
philosophy and which allow us to interpret entropy in behavioural terms. 
This will be discussed in the next section. 
6. A Utility Foundation and Specification of Entropy Theory 
In section 5 a survey of alternative justifiable foundations of the 
entropy model (including a behavioural foundation) has been presented. In 
the present section an attempt will be made to start off from the entropy 
philosophy itself and to find a behavioural rationale for entropy maxi-
mization as such. The essential idea of this approach is that entropy maxi-
mizing models can be regarded as a specific type of programmxng or opti-
mization models. By confronting the general features of programming models 
with the specific features of entropy maximizing models, a utility back-
ground of entropy models may be identified. During the last four years two 
different lines of thought have been developed in this respect, viz. via the 
conventional assignment-type models and via the geometrie programming models, 
The general format of a linear trip assignment model is (see Nijkamp 
and Paelinck [1976] e.g.): 
(6.1.) 
I J 
min tp = Z Z c. . t. . 
x=l j=l J J 
J 
Z t.. = o. Vi 
j = l 
I 
i: i 
Z t. . = d. Vj 
i=l il 1 
t. . > o 
il -
\ 
Clearly, the structure of such a model bears a certain resemblance to that 
of an entropy model. Therefore, several researchers have endeavoured to 
find a link between (6.1.) and (4.1.) - (4.5.) (see among others Coelho and 
Wilson [1977], Evans [1973], Senior and Wilson [1974], Williams [1976], and 
Wilson and Senior [1974]). 
A closer examination of entropy models and trip assignment models by 
Evans [1973] learned that the average minimum trip costs of a linear assign-
ment model are equal to the average trip costs of an entropy model, provided 
the cost frictxon coëfficiënt approaches to infinity (g-*<») . In this case 
the optimal trip pattern is equal for both types of models. Should the 
linear programming model involve multiple solutions, then the entropy 
outcome can be proved to be one of the solutions. In other words, when 
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B—*°° in a maximum entropy model, then the likelihood of observing a 
minimum travel cost configuration overwhelms the likelihood of any other 
trip configuration, so that the maximum entropy trip pattern converges in 
probability to the optimal trip pattern of an assignment model. 
In view of these results Senior and Wilson [1974] and Wilson and 
Senior [1974] claimed that the linear assignment model can be regarded as 
a specific case of the entropy model, viz. when g -*°°. In our opinion, this 
statement is somewhat spurious, because the methodological background of 
linear assignment models and entropy models is entirely different. It is 
also debatable whether the above mentioned limit case is only valid for 
entropy models. There is a high degree of evidence that also alternative 
(and even more general) objective functions, which are optimized subject 
to a cost constraint, give rise to the same conclusion when g -> °°. 
Furthermore, one may question the meaning of g—*°°, especially be-
cause the t..'s and g are inversely related to each other. Assume (4.10.). 
Then it is easily seen that: 
. ./3g = (A. + B. - c . j t. . 
\.y i D 13 i] 
(6.2.) 3t../3g = (A. + B. - c.) t.
with: 
(6.3.) A. = aT1 3a./ 3( 
ï 1 - / 
and: 
(6.4.) B. = bT1 3b. /sg 
It can also be derived by means of (4.3.) and (4.4.) that: 
I 
(6.5.) E 3t../33=o 
i=i XV 
and: 
(6.6. ) L 3t../ 3g = o , 






(6.7.) Y. B. (A. + B. - c.) t.. = o 
3 1 ] i] 13 
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I J 
(6.8.) E E A. (A. + B. - c.) t.. = o 
1=1 j=l 3 X ] 1 ] ^ 
The total trip costs of a spatial interaction system are affected by a 
change in 3 as: 
I J I J 
(6.9.) E E e.. 3t../33 = ï E c t.. (A. + B. - c.) 
i=l j=l 13 1D i=l j=l ^ 1 ] 1 3 iD 
By subtracting (6.7.) and (6.8.) from (6.9.) one obtains: 
I J I J , 
(6.10) E X c . 3t../3B = - E E t . . (A. + B. - c ) < o 
i=l j=l x3 ^ i=l j = l 1D i D H -
so that there is a monotonically decreasing relationship between total trip 
costs and 3. The assumption of a fixed trip budget made in entropy theory is 
somewhat contrary to the latter result from traditional spatial interaction 
theory. As long as the meaning of 3-*°° is obscure (at least in practical 
model building) and as long as this condition does not affect the total 
travel cost budget, it is rather difficult to interpret linear programming 
models as a special type of entropy models. Therefore, instead of inter-
preting entropy theory in behavioural terms by means of the limit case of 
a linear assignment model, it may be more fruitful to find a behavioural 
interpretation for the entropy model itself. 
The alternative way to find a behavioural rationale for entropy maxi-
mizing models is the use of geometrie programming theory. This approach 
is not based on a limit case of entropy models, but on a dual specification 
and interpretation of entropy maximizing models. A first contribution to 
a utility interpretation of entropy models via geometrie programming theory 
was offered by Nijkamp and Paelinck [1974] , while subsequent contributions 
were offered by Charnes et al. [1976], Dinkel et al. [1977], Kadas and 
Klafszky [1977], Nijkamp [1975] [1976], and Scott and Jefferson [1977]. 
The approach presented here is based on a new (unconstrained) geometrie 
interpretation. The essential idea of this approach is that entropy maxi-
mizing models should have a dual which may shed more Üght on the shadow 
values (and hence on the economie valuation ) of the primal entropy model. 
It can be shown that the specification of a entropy maximizing model is a 
specific case of a dual geometrie programming model. Therefore, the primal 
version of a geometrie programming model can be used to derive a dual 
version of the entropy model: 
primal entropy model » dual geometrie model 
•i 
dual entropy model < primal geometrie model 
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For the sake of simplicity the entropy maximizing model will be 
presented here in terms of relative trip proportions p.. between i and j 
(6.11.) P-. = t../t 
In other words, the entropy model (5.17.) - (5.21.) forms the basis of 
the analysis. Now it is easily seen that this model is equivalent to: 
max v = 
(6.12.) < 
I J 
E E p.. ln p. 
i=l j=l i] i: 
i J 
E E p.. = 1 
i= l j=l iD 
o. I J 
-± Z Z p.. 
J 
E 
3=1 Pij = o 
d. I J 
- 1 Z 
t . . .. 'i] 1=1 3=1 J 




E E c..p..+— E E p..=o 
i=l j = l ^ ^ * i=l j = l ^ 
p. . > o 
F13 -
For a situation of 2 places of origin and 2 places of destination the fore-
going model can be written as: 






l-o./t l-o./t - 0,/t ox/t 
- o2/t - o2/t l-o2/t l-o2/t 














P l l 
1 
p 1 2 • 0 
P 2 1 0 




The total number of unknown variables of model (6.12.) is IJ. Now it is 
easily verified that the latter model is a specific member of the class 
1) of dual geometrie programming models . Therefore, it may be worth while 
1) See for a general discussion of geometrie programming models Duffin et al. 
[1967] and Nijkamp [1972]. 
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to derive its corresponding primal version. The primal geometrie pro-
gramming model associated with (6.12.) can adopt several forms (see 
Nijkamp [1975], e.g.). A rather compact form can easily be derived via the 
primal-dual geometrie relationships as: 
/ I J o./t d./t -c/t\-l/l J -c.\ 
(6.14.) min f =/ n H x.1 y.D z f E E x. y. z 1D' 
^i=l j=l x ^ ) \i=l j=l x ^ 
This primal geometrie programming model is an unconstrained model. It can 
be regarded as the dual specification of the conventional entropy model. 
The variables x.sy. and z are dual variables('shadow prices') related to 
the origin constraints, the destination constraints and the travel budget, 
respectively. There is a one-to-one relationship between the primal and 
dual variables of a geometrie program: 
J o./t d./t -c/t\-l / -c 
(6.15.) p.. = f "( H n x.1 y . 1 z ) x. y. z 3 
^ \i=ij=i x ] / V 1 3 
so that p.. can be interpreted as the relative proportion of the term 
ij 
(isj) from the primal geometrie program. The relationship between the 
primal and dual objective function at the optimum can be represented by 
means of the following one-to-one primal-dual condition: 
(6.16.) v = l n ï 
Given (6.15.) and (6.16.), there is a unique relationship between a primal 
and a dual geometrie programming model. Consequently, both models can be 
transformed into each other. 
Now the question has to be answered: how to interpret the primal geo-
metrie model (i.e., the dual entropy model)? The shadow prices of the 
primal entropy model are x. (associated with o.), y. (associated with d.) 
and z (associated with e). The dual entropy model is composed of two parts 
X and Y, defined as: 
(6.17.) X = l E -°i/X "V* C/t 
1=1 ]=1 1 Ji 
and: 
I J -e.. 
(6-; 18.) Y = E E x. y. z X1 
i=l j=l X 3 
The exponents o./t, d./t and c/t in (6.17.) represent the relative influ-
ence of point i, the relative influence of point j and the average travel 
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budgets respectively. These exponents can be regarded as the weights in 
the geometrie average of all x.'s, y.'s and z. The shadow cost variables 
x., y. and z are related to the imputed marginal potential spatial inter-
action (measured in entropy terms) caused by the presence of the origin 
constraints, the destination constraints and the travel budget respectively. 
Therefore, i , j and may be regarded as weighted shadow 
i Jl 
variables related to push effects, pull effects and the total travel budget. 
X is essentially a formal expression for a generalized dual gravity model 
in which all points of origin and of destination as well as the average 
trip budget are included, so that X represents the shadow costs of the 
weighted aggregate interaction of the total spatial system based on attrac-
tion and repulsion effects of all places and controlled by the total travel 
budget. This indicates that an increase in the travel budget c will lead 
to a higher aggregate interaction, whereas an increase in an individual o. 
c/t 1 
or d. may exert a negative influence. In fact, z reflects a travel cost 
opportunity factor, as is easily seen by writing it as: 
(6.19.) zc/t = e ( c / t ) l n Z ' 
which indicates that In zis essentially a cost opportunity coëfficiënt. 
The second term Y has also some interesting features. The individual 
terms of Y, defined as: 
- c . . 
Y, . = 13 
x. y . z i l i J 3 
(6.20. ) 
are related to the pairwise interactions between all points of origin and 
of destination. Here again the variables x., y. and z are related to the 
push power of a point of origin, the pull power of a point of destination, 
and to the cost friction of the travel budget, respectively. Y.. may also 
be written as: 
-c.. In z 
(6.21.) Y.. = x. y. e X1 , 
13 i J3 
which bears a close resemblance to the original gravity model, so that In z 
can again be regarded as a shadow cost parameter for bridging the interzonal 
distances. Obviously, the pairwise interaction between i and j declines as 
the unit trip costs rise. Therefore, it is conceivable to interpret (6.21.) 
as the imputed marginal costs of interaction caused by a trip from i to j, 
given the trip costs c... Hence, the term Y is associated with the total 
shadow costs of pairwise spatial interaction between all points of origin 
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and of destination. 
Minimization of (6.14.) implies that the pairwise shadow push and pull 
costs (based on interzonal cost friction) multiplied by the aggregate 
shadow costs of interaction arising from the total travel budget are at a 
minimum. The meaning of this statement can be clarified by using (6.15.) 
to find an expression for the ratio of (relative) trips p.. and p... : 
~(ci-i " cik) 
(6.22.) p.. / P.k = (yj/yk) z ^ 
-(c. - e.,) In z 
= (Yj/V e 1] lk 
According to (4.10.) the ratio of relative trips calculated by means of 
the entropy model is: 
-(c. . -e.,) $ 
(6.23.) P i j / p.k = (bj d. / bk dk) e
 1D 1K 
The latter result bears a close resemblance to (6.22.), so that y. is the 
dual expression for the pull effect of j, and In z indeed a dual expression 
for the traditional cost friction coëfficiënt $. 
The foregoing analysis gives rise to two important conclusions. First, 
by means of geometrie programming theory the dual entropy relationships can 
be derived. This appears to allow a more behavioural (or at least economie) 
interpretation in terms of shadow costs of spatial interactions. Clearly, 
due to the non-linearity this economie background is less straightforward 
than in usual transportation models, but a close connection with traditional 
spatial interaction theory could be demonstrated, so that entropy theory 
appears to have a macro-behavioural rationale. 
Secondly, by writing entropy models as geometrie programming models 
the traditional entropy can easily be extended with additional constraints 
(for example, capacity constraints). In the traditional entropy approach 
it is extremely difficult to add new constraints, because this will normally 
preclude an analytical expression for the equilibrium trip pattern. By in-
cluding these constraints in a geometrie programming model, one may use the 
solution algorithms for geometrie programming models to calculate in an 
efficiënt manner the optimal (equilibrium) flows expecially in those cases, 
for which the original entropy solution does no longer hold . But also in 
the normal entropy model, the geometrie programming approach may be used 
to calculate the optimal trip pattern (see for an application also Kadas 
and Klafszky [1976]). 
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Next9 it may be worth while to investigate whether sorae additional 
properties of (6.14.) can be derived. First, one may analyse the marginal 
effect.of a change in x. upon Y : 
( 6 . 2 4 . ) ~~ fe - x T Y o . / A x Y + xT1 X E Y. . 
J - J 
= | - ( o . / t ) Y + E Y..1 xT1 
l i' j = 1 13 ƒ i 
9Y Therefore, •?— > o , if the aggregate shadow value of spatial interaction 
3 1 J 
from place i onward (i.e., E Y. .) exceeds the weighted shadow costs of the 
j = l 1] 
total spatial interaction originating from i (i.e., (o./t) Y). 
A similar result can be achieved for the ahadow pull variable y.. The 
marginal effect of z can be calculated as: 
(6.25.) ~ = z (c/t) XY - z X E E c.. Y.. 
3z i = l j = 1 X3 13 
It is easily seen that the marginal effect of z is positive, if the aver-
age travel budget (c/t) is higher than the aggregate costs of imputed spa-
tial interaction' / E E G . . Y.\ 
\ 1=1 j = 1 13 13] 
Another property may be derived by using some results from vector 
optimization theory . The individual terms Y.. from ƒ6.14,) can be regarded 
as individual shadow cost objectives, which are included in Y in an un-
weighted form. It is a well known property of geometric-arithmetic averages 
(cf. Pascual and Ben-Israël 1971 ) that: 
I J I J / \ I J 
(6.26.) E E Y.. > IJ ïl n [ Y.. ] 
i = i j = i ^ - i=i j=A
 1 ] ) 
so that: 
1_ 
I J / \ U 
(6.27.) ! > I J X H 1 l Y.. / 
i = l j = l X 1 3 7 I J 
I J i-o./t + 1/1 -d./t + l/J c/t - E E c / U 
= IJ n n x. 1 y. D z i=l j=l X1 
• 1 --1 1 3 
1=1 j=l J 
It should be noted that the exponents in (6.26.) compare the trip propor-
1) See for a survey and applications Nijkamp [1977] and Hi;jkamp and 
Rietveld [1976]. 
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tions with the average unweighted shares, so that the direction of the 
marginal effects of x., y. and z is determined by their successive mutual 
orders of magnitude. It is easily seen that (6.26.) is an easier minimizing 
program than ( 6.14.), so that it might be used to calculate a minimum level 
for the entropy expression. 
7. Extensions and Applications of Entropy Models. 
The entropy models discussed in the foregoing sections can be extended 
in several ways. One possible approach is to introducé the notion of a 
continuous entropy which is related to continuous situations in which no 
discrete spatial points are distinguished (for example, a distribution of 
population through a continuous space). Continuous entropy models were 
studied among others by Batty [1974], Casario and Zerdy [1975], Hobson and 
Cheng [1973], Ingels [1971], and Jaynes [1973]. 
Another extension of entropy theory is to introducé the notion of a 
conditional entropy. Assume a trip probability p... Then a conditional 
probability is defined as the probability that a trip will terminate in 
place j, given the condition that this trip originates from place i (cf. 
Theil [1967]). The entropy function associated with such a conditional 
probability is: 
I J 
(7.1.) w = - Z E (p../p.) In (p../p. ) , 
i=l j=l 1D x' X1 1* 
where the marginal probability p. is defined as: 
J 
(7.2.) p = l p.. 
1' j=i ^ 
Next, the expected (average) conditional entropy of the trips attracted by 
all zones of destination, given the known prior probabilities for the total 
trips from all points of origin, are: 
* I J 
(7.3.) w' = - E p. E (p.-/p. ) en (p../p. ) 
i=l ' j=l 1D 1] X' 
I J 
E Z p ± . In (p^/Pi^ ) 
i=l j=l 
It is easily seen that the latter format corresponds again to the objective 
function of a dual geometrie model, so that problems related to (7.3.) can 
be solved by means of Standard algorithms for geometrie programming prob-
lems. 
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The foregoing approach.can be generalized to any other prior distri-
bution (see among others Batty and March [1976], Bussière and Snickars 
[1970], Cesario and Zerdy [1975], Hobson [1971], Hobson and Cheng [1973], 
Good [1963], Jaynes [1968], Kadas and Klafszky [1970], Kullback [1959], 
Lindley [1972J, , Nijkamp {,1976} and Snickars and Weibull [1977]). This 
implies that p, may be replaced by any prior probability on certain flows 
which may be known, so that this prior probability is a first guess of 
trip probabilities (a hypothetical estimation) on the basis of whatever 
information is available, prior to the introduction of new information from 
the spatial interaction model. In this respect, Hobson nas shown that: 
I J 
(7.4.) w° = Z ï, p.. In (p../p..) 
i=l j=l 1 ] 13 13 
is a unique measure of the information content (in entropy terms) in a 
posterior probability assignment p.., given a prior probability p... 
ij i] 
An application of the latter approach is contained in Nijkamp [1976], 
in which commuting flows were assessed by means of a prior probability 
entropy model. The prior probabilities of commuting flows were derived from 
a partial behavioural trip model, in which interlocal trips were explained 
on the basis of environmental and residential characteristics in the places 
of origin and employment characteristics in the places of destination. By 
introducing these prior probabilities in the posterior entropy model, the 
entropy model itself can be used as a consistent spatial interaction frame-
work to assess the posterior trip probabilities. 
This integration of a behavioural model and an entropy model can be 
regarded as an extremely important means to solve the behavioural-physical 
dilemma in social physics. Other applications of this approach can be found 
among others in Batty and March [1976], Kadas and Klafszky [1976] and 
Snickers and Weibull [1977]. 
During recent years a wide variety of entropy models has been applied 
in many fields: budget allocation models, consumer expenditure models, trip 
assignment models, input-output models, migration and commuting models, 
transportation models, location models and so forth. In Nijkamp [ 1975] it 
was demonstrated that entropy results differ significantly from linear pro-
gramming results. An obvious difference is already that in a linear pro-
gramming framework the number of non-zero variables, does not exceed the 
total number of independent side-conditions. Next, the entropy results 
appear to reflect a much higher spatial dispersion of flows in a spatial 
interaction model than linear programming results. Furthermore, cross-
hauling may take place in entropy models, whereas this is formally impossible 
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in linear programming models. Finally, a comparison of actual flows with 
entropy and linear programming results learns that, in general, entropy 
models tend to underestimate intrazonal flows» whereas linear programming 
models tend to overastimate intrazonal flows. The latter phenomenon is 
the result of the entropy philosophy in which the number of micro-states 
in a certain macro-state is maximized. 
Further discussions on the empirical validity of entropy models can 
be foand among others in Batty and Mackie [1972 3, Cripps and Cater [l97l], 
Hathaway [1975], Kirby [1974], Openshaw [1975], and Senior and Wilson [1974]. 
In these studies the calibration problems of entropy models are also set 
out in more detail. 
8. Conclusion and Evaluation. 
The idea of entropy nas opened a rich field of scientific research, 
in spite of the fact that the meaning of entropy varies substantially in 
the field of social Sciences. First, entropy can be regarded as a back-
ground idea for studying the stability and equilibrium of a system (see 
the excellent study of Georgescu - Roegen £L97l] on the ecoloEical basis and con-
straints of economie systems). Secondly, entropy can be employed as an 
operational tooi for solving allocation and assignment problems. 
With respect to the latter issue, entropy constitutes the foundation 
for the traditional gravity model. For both gravity and entropy models a 
set of criteria have been specified in order to judge the plausibility 
of these methods in social sciences. Both methods appeared to have a be-
havioural economic-oriented interpretation. Therefore, the conclusion is 
that from a methodological point of view the use of gravity and entropy 
models is logically sound and plausible. The empirical results support once 
more the use of gravity and entropy models. 
On the other hand, gravity and entropy theory as a tooi in social 
physics does not provide a neutral device for solving allocation and assign-
ment problems. Both theories are related to a rather specific utility back-
ground as is shown by the use of geometrie programming theory. Therefore, 
it is reasonable to conclude that gravity and entropy theory are only one 
class of spatial interaction theories. .EntrQDV models may be extended with 
behavioural relationships in order to overcome the restrictive assumptions 
1) It is clear that in reality cross-hauling is more probable, as the 
homogeneity of the spatial variables (commodities, e.g.) is lower. 
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of these models (the fixed travel budget, e.g.). This will directly lead to 
the use of geometrie programming methods. A complementary approach may be 
to include the results of a behavioural approach as a prior trip probability 
in a Baysesian type of entropy model. Therefore, this paper can be regar-
ded as a plea for a better integration of behavioural models and models from 
social physics. In this respect, the present author agrees with the state-
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